Abstract. A recent work [2] shows how we can optimize a tree based mode of operation for a rate 1 hash function. In particular, an algorithm and a theorem are presented for selecting a good tree topology in order to optimize both the running time and the number of processors at each step of the computation. Because this paper deals only with trees having their leaves at the same depth, the number of saved computing resources is perfectly optimal only for this category of trees. In this note, we address the more general case and describe a simple algorithm which, starting from such a tree topology, reworks it to further reduce the number of processors and the total amount of work done to hash a message.
Introduction
The present work is in line with what has been done for parallel exponentiation [4, 5, 1, 3, 6] . We consider hash tree modes using a rate-1 hash (or compression) function, i.e. a hash (or compression) function which needs l invocations of the underlying primitive to process a l-block message. Assuming a hash tree of height h and the arity a i of level i (for i = 1 . . . h), we define the parallel running time to obtain the root node value as being h i=1 a i . A recent work [2] shows that we can select the good parameters to construct trees having their leaves at the same depth which minimize both the running time and the number of processors. The aim of this note is to show that, when considering trees without any structural constraint, we can decrease a little more the amount of used processors to obtain an optimal running time. The algorithm we propose decreases as much as possible the amount of processors at each level of the tree, and, as a result, minimizes the amount of work.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we give some definitions about trees. In Section 3, we recall some of the elements of a previous work [2] . Finally, in Section 4, we give an algorithm which further decreases both the amount of processors and the amount of work done to process a message.
Throughout this paper we use the convention 1 that a node is the result of a function called on a data composed of the node's children. A node value then corresponds to an image by such a function and a children of this node can be either an other image or a message block. We call a base level node a node at level 1 pointing to the leaves representing message data blocks. The leaves (or leaf nodes) are then at level 0. We define the arity of a level in the tree as being the greatest node arity in this level.
A k-ary tree is a tree where the nodes are of arity at most k. For instance a tree with only one node of arity k is said to be a k-ary tree. A full k-ary tree is a tree where all nodes have exactly k children. A perfect k-ary tree is a full k-ary tree where all leaves have the same depth.
We also define other "refined" types of tree. We say that a tree is of arities {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } (we can call it a {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }-aries tree) if it has n levels (not counting level 0) whose nodes at the first level are of arity at most k 1 , nodes at level 2 are of arity at most k 2 , and so on. We say that a level i is full if all its nodes (others than leaf nodes) are of arity (exactly) a i . We say that such a tree is full if all its levels are full. As before, we say that such a tree is perfect if it is full and if all the leaves are at the same depth.
Related work
Let us denote by l the block-length of a message. We remark that
for (strictly) positive integers (a j ) j=1...i . The problem is to find a tree height h and integer arities a 1 , a 2 , ..., a h such that h i=1 a i is minimized. Any solution to the problem must necessarily satisfy the following constraints:
A solution to this problem is a multiset of arities. Note that with such a solution, we can construct a tree having exactly l leaves, i.e. a tree where the number of nodes of the first level is exactly ⌈l/a 1 ⌉, the number of nodes of the second level is ⌈l/(a 1 a 2 )⌉, and so on. Among all possible solutions, we would like the one which minimizes both the number of processors and the amount of work. We recall that the amount of work, denoted W l , corresponds to the total amount of computation time to process a message of length l. For a tree having its leaves at the same depth, it can be evaluated as:
We recall the third theorem of [2] which selects the good parameters for a tree having its leaves at the same depth. 
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where the number h 3 is at least 1 in the first case and can be 0 in the other cases.
4 Optimizing the amount of computing resources
Algorithm
Given the message size l, we first apply Theorem 1 to deduce the list of parameters of the tree, denoted A, which is a list of arities. The tree topology constructed with these parameters has its leaves at the same depth. Among all the possible trees, this topology is optimal for the running time and near-optimal for the number of processors and the amount of work. Let suppose that A consists of the arities {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a h }, where a 1 , a 2 , ..., a h are written in decreasing order. Thus, a 1 is the arity of the base level (level 1), a 2 the arity of the second level, and so on, until we reach the root of arity a 1 . Then, we denote by N 1 , N 2 , ..., N h the rightmost nodes of the tree, starting from the parent of the rightmost leaf up to the root node, and by r 1 , r 2 , ..., r h their arities. We recall that r i ≤ a i for i = 1 . . . h − 1, meaning that there is room for optimization on the right side of the tree. Let us now describe an algorithm which will always work on these nodes, placed along the same path. We repeat the following operations, starting from the root node (with index i = h), until we reach a rightmost leaf:
1. We set i = i − 1. Let l i be the number of leaves of the subtree rooted at N i . If l i = 1, we replace N i by the single leaf of this subtree (the subtree rooted at N i is then reduced to a single leaf node) and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, we go the the following step. 2. If N i is of arity exactly a i , then we return to step 1. Otherwise, we seek the largest integer j such that
We transform the subtree rooted at N i accordingly. This subtree is of height i − j + 1 and has ⌈l i /a j ⌉ nodes at the base level, ⌈l i /(a j a j+1 )⌉ at the second level, ..., ⌈l i /( i−1 k=j a k )⌉ at level i − j. Then, we go to step 1. The resulting tree has not necessarily all its leaves at the same depth. We denote by h ′ the length of the path from the root node to its righmost leaf. If the tree topology has successfully been reworked, then h ′ is lower than h. By construction, this path corresponds to the shortest root-to-leaf path. The nodes  N 1 , N 2 , . .., N h ′ are placed along this path, while the remaining nodes N h ′ +1 , N h ′ +2 , ..., N h are placed along an other (longer) path. This transformed tree can be described with two lists A and B where B consists of the arities of N h ′ , N h ′ −1 , ..., N 2 , written in this order.
Example. Let us take a message of 17 983 blocks. This message has to be processed using the first case of Theorem 1, i.e. with a tree of nine levels of arity 3. The arities of the rightmost nodes placed along the same path, from the root to the rightmost base level node, are 3, 3, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. Applying our algorithm above, we obtain at the third iteration the rightmost arities 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. At the end, the rightmost arities are simply 3, 3, 3.
Hints
The proposed algorithm above is "brute force", and any method which could avoid to find the largest j verifying the condition (2) would be welcome. We would prefer an algorithm in which we look at the arities of the rightmost nodes of a rightmost subtree to decide whether this subtree is updatable or not.
Suppose that, at a given iteration of the algorithm above, we have to decide whether the subtree rooted at N i can be updated. We propose to analyse the arites of N i and its rightmost descendants. To do so, we have to define an order to compare two sequences of arities. Let us consider the sequence (r i , r i−1 , . . . , r 1 ) of arities of N i and its rightmost (ordered) descendants, and an other sequence of arities (q i ′ , q i ′ −1 , . . . , q 1 ) with i ′ ≤ i. We say that
if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
If none of these conditions hold, we say that (r i , r i−1 , . . . , We analyze the first three cases of Theorem 1 and let the reader deduce the others. We suppose that the original tree is of height h and that i < h. Let suppose that N i−2 is of arity 2. The most farourable situation is when the number of leaves of the subtree rooted at N i−2 is 4 × 3 i−4 + 1. With this assumption, the number of leaves of the subtree rooted at N i is 4 × 2 × 3 i−3 + 4 × 3 i−4 + 1. This quantity is greater than 3 i−1 , meaning that the arity of N i−2 should be lower than 2. Now, let suppose that N i−2 is of arity 1. The worst situation is when the number of leaves of the subtree rooted at N i−3 is 4 × 3 i−5 . With this assumption, the number of leaves of N i is 4×2×3 i−3 +4×3 i−5 ≤ 3 i−1 . Consequently, this subtree can be transformed by using i − 1 levels of arity 3. If i = 4, the subtree rooted at N 4 can be updated if (r 4 , r 3 , r 2 , r 1 )
(1, 3, 1), since 2 × 3 × 4 ≤ 3 3 . If i = 3, the subtree rooted at N 3 can be updated if (r 3 , r 2 , r 1 ) (1, 3, 1), since 2 × 4 + 1 ≤ 3 2 . Finally, if i = 2, the subtree rooted at N 2 can be updated if (r 2 , r 1 ) (1, 3). We can consider the subtree rooted at N i−12 . Choosing N i−12 as being of arity
